PROFESSIONAL CLEANING SUPPLIES

PRODUCT CATALOGUE
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

Antistatic fragrance cleaning liquid for waterproof surfaces

Concentrated, low-foaming, antistatic
fragrance liquid for machine and hand
cleaning,
and
maintaining
of
waterproof surfaces. Recommended for
maintaining cleanness of waterproof
flooring such as rubber, linoleum,
ceramics, glass, gres, marble, polished
granite and limestone. Can also be used
for maintenance of fabric flooring
covered by polymer or wax coating.
Product evaporates quickly. Does not
leave stains or streaks. Leaves the
cleaned surfaces shinning and with a
long lasting fragrance.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Prepare
applicable
solution.
Cleaned
surface does not require wiping or
polishing.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface in a figure of
eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and clean
again.
Machine Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount of
solution onto the surface and clean
with a single disc scraper or with a
cleaning machine using suitable
pad.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

every day cleaning
thorough cleaning
grease removal
recommended for cleaning:
-PCV
-rubber
-linoleum
-ceramic tiles
-glazed tiles
-polished gres
-terrazzo
-marble
-polished granite

Timber flooring cleaning liquid

Concentrated,
low-foaming,
highly
efficient product designed for machine
and hand cleaning of timber flooring,
and wall or floor panels. Removes dust,
dirt, stains, and grease. Leaves a thin
protective layer, pleasant fragrance in
the cleaning room, and a glossy finish on
the cleaned surfaces. Recommended
for everyday maintenance of lacquered
flooring.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Prepare
applicable solution. Do not wipe
the floor dry.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface in a figure of
eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and clean
again.
Machine Cleaning
It is not recommended to use
machine cleaning on timber
flooring.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

every day cleaning
thorough cleaning
grease removal
recommended for
cleaning:
-lacquered timber flooring
-floor panels
-wall panels

Grease and Oil stains removal liquid
Concentrated, low-foaming, strong
alkaline liquid for cleaning and
removal of oil and grease stains on
alkali resistant surfaces. Efficiently
removes oil, petrol, fat, soot and
various cooking stains. Especially
recommended
for
cleaning
in
kitchens, restaurants, workshops and
factory halls. Useful for cleaning
engines and washing work clothes.
Also effective for everyday use in
homes and gardens. Could be used for
hand and mechanical cleaning.
RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Apply prior
prepared solution on the surface
and leave it for one minute. Please
ensure that the solution will not dry
out.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.

-

Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface in a figure of
eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and clean
again.
Machine Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount of
solution onto the surface and
clean with a single disc scraper or
with a cleaning machine using
suitable pad.

-

every day cleaning
thorough cleaning
removal of tough oil & petrol
stains
cleaning rooms & surfaces in
meat factories
recommended for cleaning:
-kitchen hoods
-ventilation channels
-discoloured door, fridge &
freezer
-PVC windows frames
-engine
-garden furniture
-lawnmowers
-building elevation
-paving
washing work clothes

Hard floor cleaning liquid

Concentrated, low-foaming, highly
effective alkaline product designed for
cleaning highly stained floors and alkali
resistant surfaces. Effectively cleans and
removes old dirt, oils stains, fat, greases
from micro porous surfaces due to highly
penetrating qualities. Product can be
used for mechanical and hand
washing.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Apply prior
prepared solution on the surface
and leave it for ten minutes. Please
ensure that the solution will not dry
out.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface in a figure of
eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and clean
again.
Machine Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount of
solution onto the surface and
clean with a single disc scraper or
with a cleaning machine using
suitable pad.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

every day cleaning
deep flooring cleaning
removal of old
cumbersome dirt
removal of stains & blots
from previous cleaning
recommended for
cleaning heavily soiled
surfaces such as:
-concrete
-gress
-terracotta
-clinker
- paving
- epoxy resin

Heavily soiled surfaces cleaner + STRIPPER
Concentrated, low-foaming, alkaline
liquid for thorough cleaning of heavily
soiled floors and alkali resistant
surfaces. Efficiently removes old dirt,
oil, paste and polymer – stripper.
Highly recommended for cleaning
floors before polymerisation. Useful for
cleaning floors in workshops, factories
and other industrial facilities.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Apply prior
prepared solution on the surface
and leave it for 1-10 minutes. Please
ensure that the solution will not dry
out.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Pour the prepared solution on
the surface you wish to clean
and leave for 10 min. Then
pick up the dirt and neutralize
the cleaned surface with
water.
Machine Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount of
solution onto the surface and
clean with a single disc scraper or
with cleaning machine using
suitable pad.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

every day cleaning
thorough flooring cleaning
removal of old polymeric
layers
- removal of soiled dirt
- removal of overlapping
remnants
- recommended for cleaning
hard flooring such as:
-PCV
-not polished stones
-clinker
-floor tiles

Carpet cleaning liquid
Concentrated liquid designed for
hand and mechanical cleaning of
natural and synthetic fabrics and
carpets. Due to the latest polymer
technologies and active surface
agents the product’s particles
attach to the dirt and allow for its
easy removal. Additionally the
product inhibits recurrence of
further stains and dirt. The product
reduces
odour,
revives
and
brightens
colours,
leaving
a
pleasant fragrance. Works perfectly
in cold and hard water. Does not
contain bleach or brighteners.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Hoover the surface well. Check the
solution on a small barely visible place
before attempting the full cleaning.
Depending on the degree of the soiling
dissolve the liquid to 2% - 10% solution
(200ml to 1000ml of liquid to 10l of water)
or in case of tough stains increase the
solution to 20% (2l of liquid in 10l of water).
Spray the prepared solution on the
surface, leave for 5 minutes and then
clean using a spray extraction machine.
In case of hand cleaning spread the
liquid using a dry cloth or a sponge
directly onto a stain. After the cleaning
leave the fabric/carpet to dry and avoid
stepping on it.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

recommended for:
-mechanical (vacuum
cleaner) cleaning carpets
-hand cleaning fabrics &
carpets

IMPORTANT:
Do not overly soak the cleaning textiles. Before attempting full cleaning
check the product on a small, barely visible place.

Anti-slip, self-gloss polymer coating for protection and lustering
Acrylic polymer based product
(formulation) for protection and
polishing of flooring. Designed for
all types of hard and flexible
surfaces, like: concrete, PCV,
terrazzo, floor tiles, vinyl and others.
Due
to
specially
selected
polymers, the product contains
anti-slip properties. A high-speed
machine used for polishing leaves
the surface shining and removes
scratches.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Before applying the product
remove all contamination from
the surface.

Clean the floor thoroughly
of old pastes, dirt and
dust
with Heavy -Duty
product (description on the
label). Best to use a single
disc scraper for cleaning.
Neutralise with water and
leave to dry completely.
Cover the surface with the
product and spread it
evenly with mop. DO NOT
dry. Leave it for 40 min and
then place another layer on
top. It is recommended to
put no more than 3 layers.
Once the application is
complete,
leave
the
surface to dry for 2 hours.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- suitable to cover surfaces
such as:
-concrete
-PCV
-terracotta
-floor tiles
-vinyl
-tarett
-etc.

Concentrated washing up liquid

Concentrated, strong cleaning
product for hand washing of dishes.
Perfectly cleans and removes all
kinds of dirt. Contains excellent
dissolving property of fat. It suitable
for washing in cold and hot water.
Does not leave stains or leaks.
Leaves the washed dishes shinning
and with a long lasting fragrance.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Depending on the degree of stains
please prepare an appropriate
solution.

Dispense 5ml of the liquid into
10l of water for slightly greasy
dishes.
Dispense 10-20ml of the liquid
into 10l of water for strongly
greasy dishes.
Wash
dishes
with
the
prepared solution, then rinse
them with plenty of water and
leave out to dry or wipe dry.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended to wash up:
-plates
-glasses
-pots
-pans
-cutlery
-other kitchen utensils

Dishwashing liquid for industrial dishwasher

Alkaline, low-foaming, high active
dishwashing liquid for use in
automatic industrial dishwashers
which have their own dosing system.
Effectively cleans all kinds of organic
pollutants: fats and oils, deposits of
tea and coffee, etc. Removes food
residues,
proteins
and
sugars.
Suitable for cleaning dishes and
kitchen
utensils
made
from
porcelain, glass, stainless steel and
plastic.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Depending on the degree of the
stain and water hardness, dispense
1ml to 5ml of liquid in 1l of water.

Remove the cap from
the liquid container and
then carefully place a
suction hose from the
empty container into
the container with liquid.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

recommended to use in
dishwashers in:
- restaurants
- hotels
- pubs
- schools
- etc.

Lustered liquid for industrial dishwasher

Low-foaming liquid designed for
rinsing and polishing dishes in
automatic industrial dishwashers
which have their own dosing
system. Due to the new formula
and specially selected ingredients
it does not leave stains and streaks.
Perfectly rinses and polishes.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Depending on the degree of the stain
and water hardness, dispense 0.1ml to
0.5ml of liquid in 1l of water.

Remove the cap from
the liquid container and
then carefully place a
suction hose from the
empty container
into
the container with liquid.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

recommended to use in
dishwashers in:
- restaurants
- hotels
- pubs
- schools
- etc.

Ready to use, grill & oven cleaner

Ready to use, strong alkaline liquid
for thorough cleaning and removal
of oil, parched, and protein stains on
alkali resistant surfaces. Efficiently
dissolves and removes solid, dried
food and hard to remove fatty
stains.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Rotate the
sprayer tip appropriately and spray
the surface. Depending on the
degree of stain, wait 1to 10 min;
wipe and thoroughly rinse with
water.
Hand cleaning
Always use on cold oven.
Spray the surface evenly
with an appropriate
amount of liquid; leave for
1-10 min; scrub with brush or
sponge, wipe and
thoroughly rinse with water.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended for cleaning:
- ovens
- grates
- grills
- fireplaces
- cookers
- gas stoves
- frying pans
- etc.

Descaling

Concentrated liquid with a strong
descaling effect. Recommended
especially for cleaning appliances
in which water stone is deposited.
Free of dyes and odours. In
addition to descaling, it polishes
the washed surfaces without
damaging it. The luquid could also
be used in dishwashers as a
prevention against lime scale
sedimentation.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Dispense 15-100ml of the liquid into
1l of water. Wait 15- 30 min.
Repeat if necessary.
When using in dishwashers, dispense
15-100ml of the liquid for a washing
cycle.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- descaling of:
- kettles
- electric heaters
- coffee machine
- sinks
- shower trays
- shower batteries
- dishwashers
- nickel surfaces
- chrome surfaces
- steel surfaces
- copper surfaces

Concentrated glass & mirror cleaning liquid
Concentrated liquid designed for
cleaning windows, mirrors and all
glass surfaces. Effectively removes
even the most solid, dried dirt and
stains. Leaves the surface shining
without the need for polishing.
Antistatic, delays depositing of dirt
and helps future cleaning. For use
in living rooms, kitchens, bathrooms
and for external/internal windows
cleaning.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Depending on the degree of the
stain dissolve the liquid to 5% - 10%
solution (500ml to 1l of liquid to 10l of
water). Spray a cloth or the surface
with the solution and wipe the
surface with a cloth or paper towel.
Wait for the surface to dry.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-recommended for cleaning:
-windows
-mirrors
-ceramic tiles
-other glass surfaces and
objects

IMPORTANT: Do not use on timber surfaces and surfaces sensitive
to water.

Alkaline liquid for cleaning sanitary equipment

Concentrated,
alkaline
liquid
based on active chlorine. Designed
for cleaning and disinfecting rooms,
sanitary equipment and large
surfaces.
Containts
excellent
antibacterial
and
antifungal
properties.
Dissolves
everyday
calcium and soap residues, fat, and
oil stains. Cleans and protects
ceramic tile grouts.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Apply prior
prepared solution on the surface
and clean it.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface in a figure of
eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and clean
again.
Machine Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution onto the surface and
clean with a single disc scraper or
with a cleaning machine using
suitable pad.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

every day cleaning
thoroughly cleaning
degreasing
recommended for
cleaning:
- washbasins
- baths
- shower trays
- toilets
- urinals
- floor tiles
- grouts
- etc.

Delicate acid liquid for cleaning sanitary equipment

Concentrated liquid designed for
everyday cleaning of sanitary
equipment and rooms. Quickly and
effectively dissolves lime scale,
soap remains, fat stains and rusty
leaks. Recommended for use on
surfaces resistant to acids such as
ceramics, chromium, porcelain,
stainless steel, glass and plastics.
After use leaves pleasant and longlasting fragrance.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Apply prior
prepared solution on the surface and
leave it for less than one minute.

Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface in a figure
of eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and clean
again.
Machine Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution onto the surface and
clean with a single disc scraper or
with a cleaning machine using
suitable pad.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

every day cleaning
thorough cleaning
degreasing
recommended for
cleaning:
- washbasins
- baths
- shower trays
- toilets
- floor tiles
- wall tiles
- ceramic surfaces
- chromium
- stainless steel
- plastics
- bathroom fitting
- etc.

Acid liquid for cleaning of sanitary equipment

Concentrated liquid designed for
thorough
cleaning
of
sanitary
equipment
and
rooms.
Recommended for use on surfaces
resistant to acids. Glosses, while not
damaging
surfaces.
Effectively
removes rust, lime scale, urinary and
cement deposit, soap remains, dirt,
and fat stains. Recommended for
cleaning toilets, urinals, bidets and
washbasins. Neutralises odours and
leaves a pleasant fragrance.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Apply prior
prepared solution on the surface and
leave it for less than one minute. Please
ensure that the solution does not dry.
out.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface n a figure of
eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and clean
again.
Machine Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution onto surface and clean
it with a single disc scraper or with
cleaning machine using suitable
pad.

-

every day cleaning
thorough cleaning
recommended for
cleaning:
- toilets
- urinals
- baths
- shower trays
- washbasins
- ceramic & plastic
objects
bathroom fittings
stainless steel
elements
grouts
flooring resistance to
acid after renovation

Cleaning & whitening liquid
Disinfects, kills bacteria and fungi.
Cleans and whitens floors, walls,
sanitary equipment, like toilets,
urinals, baths, washbasins, shower
trays, etc. Due to the content of
sodium
hypochlorite
in
its
composition,
it
possesses
disinfecting, bactericidal and
fungicidal
properties.
Kills
unpleasant odours. It could be
used for bleaching fabrics also.
Gradually
reinstates
whiteenameled fabrics and effectively
removes stains.
INSTRUCTIONS:
For cleaning, bleaching and disinfecting
sanitary equipment pour one glass of the
liquid directly onto cleaning surfaces of
toilets, urinals, washbasins, baths, shower
trays, etc., clean with brush or sponge,
leave for 10 minutes and then rinse
thoroughly with water.
For bleaching fabrics, prepare solution
(100ml of liquid in 5 l of water) and clean
fabric rinse in it. You can use the liquid for
pre-wash also, adding 100ml of the liquid
to washing machine container at the end
of the water intake.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-

recommended for cleaning
and bleaching of sanitary
equipment and fabrics

Antistatic liquid for cleaning furniture

Ready to use antistatic liquid for
cleaning
wood,
wood-like,
laminated and others waterproof
surfaces. Efficiently removes all
stains from furniture and protects
against re-dirt. Due to antistatic
properties removes dust and
prevents resumption. Leaves on the
cleaned surfaces gloss. Specialy
selected fragrance compound
results in long lasting freshness.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Shake well before use. Rotate the
sprayer tip appropriately, spray the
surface or cloth, no more than 2-3 times,
clean the surface with cloth and leave it
to dry out.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- every day cleaning of:
- furniture
- wood surfaces
- laminate flooring
- wooden flooring
- plastics

Office equipment cleaning liquid

Concentrated, antistatic product
designed for cleaning waterproof
surfaces, especially for plexi
objects, plastic objects, and
lacquered
surfaces.
Recommended
for
cleaning
computers,
TV’s,
radios,
telephones, and variety of office
equipment. Due to high antistatic
properties it is effective for
cleaning of floors. Leaves cleaned
surfaces without stains and
streaks.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Dissolve the liquid to 2% solution
(200ml of liquid to 10l of water).
Clean the surface with cloth
dampened in the solution. In case
of heavy stains use a stronger
solution or undiluted. Make sure
that cloth does not leave fibers.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
-recommended for cleaning:
-computers
-laptops
-printers
-faxes
-phones
-keyboards
-TV’s
-LCD screens
-radios
-other office equipment

IMPORTANT:
Do not use on unsecured and untreated timber surfaces.

With Active Grease Removal Technology

Liquid for cleaning greasy surfaces with a
new formula and active grease removal
technology. It effectively removes dirt,
grease, greasy deposits and restores the
glow of the washed surface. Designed for
use in the home and garden, in the
garage and workshop. Effectively cleans
the dirt from the stove, kitchen hood,
worktops, oven, grill, fireplace, stains of
clothing and footwear, garden furniture,
soiled and oily floors, workshop tools,
bicycles, lawn mowers, motorcycles, cars,
engines, alloy wheels, etc.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Rotate the sprayer tip appropriately,
spray the dirty surface and leave it for
a few minutes. Wipe the surface with
cloth or rinse with water.
For though cleaning rinse with warm
water.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution,
squeeze
slightly.
Clean
surface in a figure of eight
motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and
clean again.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended for cleaning:
- stoves
- kitchen hoods
- worktops
- ovens
- grills
- fireplaces
- garden furniture
- soiled and oily floors
- workshop tools
- bicycles
- lawn mover
- motorcycles
- cars
- engine
- alloy wheels

Liquid for every day cleaning of kitchen surfaces

Liquid for every day cleaning in the kitchen.
Removes all types of dirt. Efficiently removes
even the most durable, dry dirt and greasy
stains. Leaves glossy finish on the cleaned
surface without the necessity of polishing.
Recommended for cleaning ceramic hobs,
stoves, micro ovens, hoods, table tops,
cupboards, sinks, tiles and others surfaces.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Rotate the sprayer tip appropriately,
spray the dirty surface and wipe it with
the wet cloth.
For though dirt wait a minute and then
wipe off.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution,
squeeze
slightly.
Clean
surface with figure of eight
motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and
clean again.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended for cleaning:
- ceramic hobs
- stoves
- micro ovens
- table tops
- cupboards
- sinks
- tiles
- other surfaces

Liquid for every day bathroom cleaning

Liquid for every day cleaning of
bathrooms. Removes all kind of dirt.
Effectively removes rust, lime scale,
soap remains, streaks, and greasy
stains. Recommended for cleaning
washbasins, baths, bathroom fittings,
chrome, stainless steel, glass and
plastic surfaces. Leaves a pleasant,
long lasting fragrance.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Rotate the sprayer tip appropriately,
spray the dirty surface, wait for a few
minutes, then rinse with water.

Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean
water.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended for cleaning:
- washbasins
- baths
- glass & plastic (shower
trays)
- bathroom fittings
- chromium
- tiles
- etc.

Liquid for cleaning waterproof surfaces

All-purpose cleaning liquid designed
for cleaning all water resistant
surfaces. Effectively removes even
the most solid, dried dirt and oil
stains. Leaves the surface shining
without the need for polishing.
Antistatic, delays depositing of dirt
and helps future cleaning. Designed
for cleaning glass, stainless steel,
tables, desks, chairs, doors, handles,
windows, windows’ frames, mirrors
and ceramic tiles.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Rotate the sprayer tip appropriately,
spray the dirty surface and wipe with dry
the cloth. For tough dirt wait a minute
and then wipe off.
Hand Cleaning
Spray the appropriate amount
of solution and wipe with a dry
cloth or paper towel.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution,
squeeze
slightly.
Clean
surface in a figure of eight
motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and
clean again.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended for
cleaning:
- glass
- stainless steel
- tables
- desks
- chairs
- doors
- handles
- windows
- windows’ frames
- mirrors
- ceramic tiles

Glass and mirror cleaning liquid

Liquid for every day glass and mirror
cleaning with anti-steam effect.
Efficiently removes dirt and greasy
stains. Leaves glossy finish on the
cleaned surface without streaks and
fresh fragrance. Recommended for
cleaning windows, windows’ frames,
mirrors, car windows, ceramic tiles and
other lacquered surfaces.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Rotate the sprayer tip appropriately,
spray the dirty surface and wipe with a
dry cloth. For tough dirt wait a minute
and then wipe off.
Hand Cleaning
Spray the appropriate amount
of solution and wipe with a dry
cloth or paper towel.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended for
cleaning:
- windows
- windows’ frames
- mirrors
- car windows
- ceramic tiles
- lacquered surfaces

Liquid for cleaning water resistant surfaces

All-purpose
cleaning
liquid
designed for cleaning all water
resistant surfaces. Designed for
cleaning
wooden
flooring,
lacquered
flooring,
laminate
flooring, ceramic and plastic tiles,
walls tiles, windowsills, kitchen
furniture. Quickly and efficiently
removes even solid dirt. Leaves a
glossy finish on cleaned surfaces
and
long
lasting
pleasant
fragrance. Contains neutral pH.
Protects delicate surfaces.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Large surfaces clean with the solution
of one tip dispense into 10l of water.
Tough dirt surfaces clean with
undiluted liquid, then wipe with a wet
sponge or cloth.
Hand Cleaning
Pour the appropriate amount
of solution, scrub with brush or
sponge. Rinse with clean water.
Mop Cleaning
Soak the mop in solution, squeeze
slightly. Clean surface in a figure
of eight motion. Rinse the mop in
clean water, squeeze it and
clean again.

RECOMMENDATION FOR USE:
- recommended for
cleaning:
- ceramic tiles
- wooden lacquered
flooring
- laminate walls & flooring
- plastics
- windowsills
- kitchen furniture

Concentrated toilet cleaning & disinfectant liquid

Concentrated
cleaning
and
disinfectant liquid with a variety of
applications and long-lasting
effects. Due to 3 in 1 formula
effectively cleans, disinfects and
whitens the cleaning surface.
Removes bad odours.

INSTRUCTIONS:
To open the bottle squeeze the cap and turn anti-clockwise.
INSTRUCTION FOR READY TO USE Liquid: TOILETS: Distribute the product
evenly into toilet, wait for 15 mins and then rinse with plenty of water. DRAIN:
Pour the liquid, wait for a while and then rinse with plenty of water.
INSTRUCTION FOR DILUTED Liquid: WASHABLE SURFACES, like tiles: 50ml of the
liquid add to 5l of water. BLEACH OF FABRICS: 25ml of the liquid add to 5l of
water and soak a fabric in this solution for 45 min, then rinse thoroughly with
water. In case of leaving the fabric overnight use 10ml of liquid to 5l of
water. LARGE WASHABLE SURFACES (in hospitals, clinics, etc.): to disinfect
and clean large surfaces use 1:3 proportion (1 part of liquid to 3 parts of
water), leave for 15 min and then rinse with water.

IMPORTANT: Do NOT use on metallized, enameled and lacquered
surfaces. DO NOT use for baby dishes disinfection. DO NOT use to bleach
wool, silk, and colourful synthetic fabrics – follow the manufacture’s
instruction. DO NOT spill on furniture or carpets – damage may result. In
case when the liquid spilled, thoroughly clean the surface with plenty of
water. Use only in rooms well ventilated. Wash your hands thoroughly after
use. Storage the product always sealed and in a vertical position. Empty
and rinsed bottle dispose of in a container for a selective collection of
plastic waste.

Gel for cleaning sanitary equipment
Gel designed for thorough cleaning of
sanitary equipment and surfaces
resistant to acids. Recommended for
cleaning
toilets,
urinals,
bidets,
washbasins, shower trays, bathroom
fittings, glaze and terracotta. Effectively
removes rust, lime scale, urinary and
cement deposit, soap remains, dirt, and
fat stains. Glosses, while not damaging
surfaces. Neutralises odours and leaves
a pleasant fragrance. Due to the unique
formula, gel adheres to the washed
surface, it drifts slowly below the water
level and also cleans those parts of the
toilet.
Contains
antibacterial
ingredients.
INSTRUCTIONS:
To open the bottle squeeze the cap and turn anti-clockwise.
INSTRUCTION FOR READY TO USE Liquid: TOILETS: Distribute the product
evenly into toilet, leave for 20-30 mins and then rinse with plenty of water.
In case of thorough cleaning use the brush, then rinse with water. In case
of persistent dirt, repeat the cleaning.

IMPORTANT: Product is designed for toilet cleaning. Do NOT use on
other surfaces. Do not mix with other products, like bleach.

Liquid hand wash soap

Professional soap, effectively washes
and leaves the skin fresh, improving
its elasticity while leaving a delicate
and pleasant fragrance. Contains
elements and vitamins that protect
the
skin.
Product
tested
dermatologically.

INSTRUCTIONS: Spread a small amount of the soap onto the
hands. Rub thoroughly and rinse with plenty of water

Carpet cleaning liquid

Professional, gentle, very efficient
foam soap for washing hands and
body. Contains a natural pH,
elements protecting the skin including
vitamins, and excellent washing
attributes when using only a small
amount of soap. Leaves a pleasant
fragrance.

USE: Foam Soap Dispensers
INSTRUCTIONS: Put a small amount of soap from the soap
dispenser onto your hands. Rub them or the body thoroughly and
then rinse them with water.

Antibacterial hand wash soap with triclosan

Professional,
antibacterial,
colourless and odourless hand
wash soap. Contains excellent
cleaning and desinfectial
properties
and
due
to
ingredients such as vitamins,
prevents the dryness of the
skin.
Product
tested
dermatologically
and
microbiologically.

INSTRUCTIONS: Dispense small amount of soap on the hands. Rub
thoroughly and then rinse with water.

IMPORTANT: When using the soap in medical or food industry it
is recommended to use automatic no touch soap dispensers.

Automatic, roll paper towel dispenser
MAX HYGIENE – AUTOCUT-59 is
an
automatic,
roll
paper
dispenser which combines a
modern design with simplicity of
use. Designed for single sheet
dispensing, could save up to 20%
of wiper consumption compare
with other non-single sheet
dispensers. It works great in
bathrooms with heavy traffic
and provides a high quality and
hygienic system for drying hands
and surfaces.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- colour: white
- suitable for medium quality towels
- material: ABS plastic

PARAMETERS:
- capacity: roll towel: diameter
up to 20cm, height 20cm

- width: 29 cm
- depth: 24,5cm
- height: 35 cm

Liquid Soap Dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – S-5 is a liquid soap
dispenser which combines a
modern design with simplicity of
use. It works great in bathrooms
with heavy traffic.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- transparent window for soap controlling
- white
- made of ABS plastic
PARAMETERS:
-capacity: 0,5 l
- width: 10,5 cm
- depth: 12,5 cm
- height: 17 cm

Liquid Soap Dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – S-6 is a liquid soap
dispenser which combines a
modern design with simplicity of
use. It works great in bathrooms
with heavy traffic.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- transparent window for soap controlling
- white
- made of ABS plastic

PARAMETERS:
-capacity: 1l
- width: 15,5 cm
- depth: 12,5 cm
- height: 23 cm

Liquid Soap Dispenser with elbow touch

MAX HYGIENE – S-5M is a liquid soap
dispenser with elbow touch which
combines a modern design with
simplicity of use. It works great in
bathrooms with heavy traffic where
hands hygiene is very important.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- transparent window for soap controlling
- white
- made of ABS plastic
PARAMETERS:
-capacity: 0,5 l
- width: 10,5 cm
- depth: 12,5 cm
- height: 17 cm

Liquid Soap Dispenser with elbow touch

MAX HYGIENE – S-6M is a liquid soap
dispenser with elbow touch which
combines a modern design with
simplicity of use. It works great in
bathrooms with heavy traffic where
hands hygiene is very important.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- transparent window for soap controlling
- white
- made of ABS plastic

PARAMETERS:
-capacity: 1l
- width: 15,5 cm
- depth: 12,5 cm
- height: 23 cm

Foam Soap Dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – F-5 is a foam soap
dispenser which combines the
latest soap application solution in
the form of soft foam with a
modern design and simplicity of
use. It works great in bathrooms
with heavy traffic.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- transparent window for soap controlling
- white
- made of ABS plastic
PARAMETERS:
- capacity: 0,5 l
- width: 10,5 cm
- depth: 12,5 cm
- height: 17 cm

Foam Soap Dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – F-6 is a foam soap
dispenser which combines the
latest soap application solution in
the form of soft foam with a
modern design and simplicity of
use. It works great in bathrooms
with heavy traffic.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- transparent window for soap controlling
- white
- made of ABS plastic
PARAMETERS:
- capacity: 1l
- width: 15,5 cm
- depth: 12,5 cm
- height: 23 cm

Single sheet paper dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – K-4 is a single
sheet paper dispenser which
combines a modern design
with simplicity of use. Designed
for single sheet dispensing,
could save up to 20% of wiper
consumption compare with
other
non-single
sheet
dispensers. It works great in
bathrooms with heavy traffic
and provides a high quality and
hygienic system for drying
hands and surfaces.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- colour: white
- transparent window for paper controlling
- material: ABS plastic
PARAMETERS:
- capacity: 500 sheets
- width: 27 cm
- depth: 13 cm
- height: 27 cm

Mechanical, roll paper dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – K-8 is a mechanical
roll
paper
dispenser
which
combines a modern design with
simplicity of use. Designed for single
sheet dispensing, could save up to
20%
of
wiper
consumption
compare with other non-single
sheet dispensers. It works great in
bathrooms with heavy traffic and
provides a high quality and
hygienic system for drying hands
and surfaces.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- colour: white
- material: ABS plastic

PARAMETERS:
- capacity: roll towel: diameter up to 20 cm, height 21 cm
- width: 28 cm
- depth: 23 cm
- height: 34 cm

Roll paper towel dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – OG-1 is a roll
paper dispenser which combines
a modern design with simplicity of
use. Designed for single sheet
dispensing, could save up to 20%
of wiper consumption compare
with other non-single sheet
dispensers. It works great in
bathrooms with heavy traffic and
provides a high quality and
hygienic system for drying hands
and surfaces.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- colour: white
- material: ABS plastic
PARAMETERS:
- capacity: roll towel: diameter up to 20 cm
- width: 31 cm
- depth: 22 cm
- height: 21 cm

Bathroom tissue dispenser

MAX HYGIENE – MJ-1 is a
bathroom
tissue
dispenser
which combines a modern
design with simplicity of use. It
works great in bathrooms with
heavy traffic.

DESCRIPTION:
- key lockable
- colour: white
- transparent window for paper controlling
- material: ABS plastic

PARAMETERS:
- capacity: paper roll: diameter up to 19 cm
- width: 24 cm
- depth: 13 cm
- height: 26 cm

Centrefeed Paper Roll - Cellulose

MAXI TOWEL PREMIUM –is a high
quality centrefeed paper towel
with a high grammage of
2x18g/m2. It is a great solution
for cleaning and drying in busy
washrooms and kitchens. Very
economical.

DESCRIPTION:
- roll diameter: 280mm
- width:
250mm
- length:
280mb
- layers:
2ply
- grammage: 2x18g/m2
- material:
cellulose
- colour:
white
- embossed
SPECIFICATION:
- 2 pack
- 48 pack on the palette
- 96 items on the palette

Centrefeed Paper Roll - Cellulose

MIDI TOWEL PREMIUM –is a high
quality centrefeed paper towel
with a high grammage of
2x18g/m2. It is a great solution
for cleaning and drying in busy
washrooms and kitchens. It is
suitable for MAX HYGIENE
AUTOCUT dispenser.

DESCRIPTION:
- roll diameter: 190mm
- width:
190mm
- layers:
- grammage:
- material:
- colour:
- embossed

2ply
2x18g/m2
cellulose
white

SPECIFICATION:
- 6 pack
- 44 pack on the palette
- 264 items on the palette

Specialised Centrefeed Roll
Specialised centrefeed rolls CLEAN
BASIC are designed for everyday work
and precise tasks in factories where
special attention is paid to the economy
and the total use of materials and a high
level of hygiene during technological
process is required.
The special structure of the wipes,
composed from polyester and cellulose
fibers allows quick and accurate
collection and cleaning of organic
origin soiling and those formed during
the
technological
process.
The flexible material allows reaching
difficult places when cleaning.
CLEAN BASIC is soft and flexible, yet very
durable.
It’s certified as no dusting.
DESCRIPTION
- is very strong when dry and wet
- perfectly absorbs and removes dirt
- doesn’t leave dust behind
- does not scratch the cleaning surface
- is soft
- works well with dissolvent
- is blue
- is suitable for cleaning surfaces where
accuracy and precision are required
SPECIFICATION:
-Roll: 155mb/397 sheets,
30x39cm
-Box: 100 items/30x40cm
-Composition: 54% polyester,
46% cellulose
-Grammage: 60g/m2

CLEAN BASIC – where to apply:
- manufacturing lines
- workplaces
- tools
- element preparation
- varnishing
- plastic surfaces

CLEAN BASIC is recommended
to be used in:
- Pharmaceutical industry
- Medical industry
- Electronics industry
- Heavy industry
- Varnishing
- Graphics, printing
- Motor industry

Multi-purpose Centrefeed Roll
Multi-purpose centrefeed rolls CLEAN MAX are
designed for cleaning surfaces dust sensitive.
The material has a soft feel. The biggest
advantage is the perforated structure which
allows a large absorption capacity. Endurance
of CLEAN MAX affects its long-term effect.
The special structure of the wipes, from
synthetic fiber, allows them to be used in
factories where high level of hygiene
production and work is required.
Because of the appropriate choice and
composition of synthetic fibers it is suitable for
use in factories where a high level of hygiene of
production and work has to be maintain.
CLEAN towels MAX do not contain cellulose,
which means it can be used it in a number of
auxiliary
processes
to
maintain
the
technological regime. The flexible, soft, yet
strong material allows reaching difficult places
when
cleaning.
Great alternative to traditional cloths used in
households.

SPECIFICATION:
-

DESCRIPTION:
- is very strong
- perfectly absorbs and removes dirt
- is low dusting
- does not scratch the cleaning surface
- is soft
- resistant to high temperatures
- works well with dissolvent
- is white
CLEAN MAX – where to
apply:
manufacturing
lines
workplaces
tools
element
preparation
personal hygiene

-

Roll: 175mb/448 sheets,
32x39cm
Roll: 44mb/112 sheets,
32x39cm
Roll: 9,75mb/25 sheets,
32x39cm
Box: 100 items/30x40cm
Composition: 70% viscose
30% polyester
Grammage: 60g/m2

CLEAN MAX is recommended
to be used in:
- Pharmaceutical industry
-

Food industry
Medical industry
Electronic industry
High-Tech
HORECA
Metal industry
Cleaning Services

Multi-purpose Centrefeed Roll
Multi-purpose centrefeed rolls CLEAN
SOFT are designed to everyday work
and medium-duty tasks in factories
where special attention is paid to the
economy and the total use of
materials. The special structure of the
wipes allows quick and accurate
collection and cleaning of organic
origin soiling and those formed during
the
technological
process.
CLEAN SOFT does not contain
cellulose, what allows it to be used it in
a number of auxiliary processes to
maintain the technological regime.
The flexible material allows reaching
difficult places while cleaning.
It’s characterized by a high degree of
absorption and decreased dustiness.
DESCRIPTION:
- perfectly absorbs and removes dirt
- is low dusting
- does not scratch the cleaning surface
- is soft
- is white
- is appropriate for cleaning requiring
high accuracy and precision
SPECIFICATION:
- Roll: 185mb/475 sheets,
32x39cm
- Roll: 46mb/118 sheets,
32x39cm
- Box: 100 items/30x40cm
- Composition: 70% viscose, 30%
polyester
- Grammage: 60g/m2

CLEAN SOFT – where to
apply:
- manufacturing lines
- workplaces
- tools
- details’ preparation
- maintaining personal
hygiene
- for standard tasks

CLEAN SOFT is recommended
to be used in:
- Pharmaceutical industry
- Food industry
- Medical industry
- Electronics industry

White Hand Paper Towels - Cellulose

ZZ TOWEL PREMIUM –is a high quality
hand paper towel with a high
grammage of 2x18g/m2. It is a great
solution for easy and hygienic drying
of hands. It is suitable for MAX
HYGIENE K4 dispensers and due to
their dosing system, sheet by sheet,
the consumption and the amount of
wastage is reduced to minimum.

DESCRIPTION:
- sheet: 250x230mm
- box: 20x200 items
- layers: 2ply
- grammage: 2x18g/m2
- material: cellulose
- colour: white
- embossed

SPECIFICATION:
- 4000 sheets
- 4 packs
- 32 packs on the palette

White Hand Paper Towels - Recycling

ZZ TOWEL WHITE –is a high quality
hand paper towel with a high
grammage of 40g/m2. It is a
great solution for easy and
hygienic drying of hands. It is
suitable for MAX HYGIENE K4
dispensers and due to their
dosing system, sheet by sheet, the
consumption and the amount of
wastage is reduced to minimum.

DESCRIPTION:
- sheet: 250 x 230mm
- box: 20 x 200 items
- layers: 1ply
- grammage: 40g/m2
- material: wastepaper
- colour: white
- embossed

SPECIFICATION:
- 4000 sheets
- 4 packs
- 32 packs on the palette

Green Hand Paper Towels - Recycling

ZZ TOWEL GREEN – is a high quality
hand paper towel with a high
grammage of 38g/m2. It is a great
solution for easy and hygienic drying
of hands. It is suitable for MAX
HYGIENE K4 dispensers and due to
their dosing system, sheet by sheet,
the consumption and the amount of
wastage is reduced to minimum.

DESCRIPTION:
- sheet: 250 x 230mm
- box: 20 x 200 items
- layers: 1ply
- grammage: 38g/m2
- material: wastepaper
- colour: green
- embossed

SPECIFICATION:
- 4000 sheets
- 4 packs
- 32 packs on the palette

Toilet paper

MINI JUMBO WHITE –is a high
quality toilet paper with a high
grammage of 40g/m2. It is a great
solution for busy washrooms. It is
suitable for MAX HYGIENE MJ1
dispensers offering comfort while
using.

DESCRIPTION:
- Roll diameter: 190 mm
- width: 91 mm
- length: 150mb
- layers: 1ply
- grammage: 40g/m2
- material: wastepaper
- colour: white
- embossed

SPECIFICATION:
- box: 12 rolls
- 50 boxes on the patelle
- 600 rolls on the palette

Cleaning Trolley

Multi-purpose trolley, made from
metal structure painted by RILSAN
paint is the ultimate solution for
transporting and carrying your
cleaning products. Consists a
regular - down-press wringer, 2 x 18l
buckets, 3 cuvettes and 120 l bag
holder. Ideal for the dusting, rubbish
collection and wet mopping of
floors and surfaces in medium and
large areas.

FEATURES:
- Frame made from metal painted by RILSAN paint
- Regular, down-press wringer
- 1 x 120l bag-holder
- 2 x 18l buckets
- 3 cuvettes which can be used to carry on cleaning
products and small cleaning tools (clothes, gloves,
etc.)
- Dimensions: 104cm (H) x 64cm (W) x 102cm (D)

Cleaning Trolley

Compact, multi-purpose trolley,
made of shock-proof plastic
structure, is ideal for the dusting,
rubbish collection and wet
mopping of floors and surfaces
in medium and large areas.

FEATURES:
- Frame made of plastic
- Push bar
- Regular, down-press wringer
- 1 x 120l bag-holder (possibility to place 2 x 70l bags)
- 2 x 18l buckets
- Basket support which can be used to carry on
cleaning products and small cleaning tools (clothes,
gloves, etc.)
- Dimensions: 93cm (H) x 50cm (W) x 97cm (D)

Mopping Trolley

Twin bucket system 50l trolley is
made from plastic and consists of
metal frame with wheels, regular
- down-press wringer and 2 x 25l
buckets. Ideal for mopping of
floors and surfaces in medium
and large areas.

FEATURES:
- Frame made from metal
- Metal grip makes it easier to handle the trolley
- Regular, down-press wringer
- Two 25l plastic buckets allow separation of the cleaning
solution from rinse water for better cleaning results and
hygiene
- Dimensions: 85cm (H) x 41cm (W) x 74cm (D)

Mopping Trolley

Twin bucket system 50l trolley is
made from plastic and consists
of plastic frame with wheels,
regular - down-press wringer
and 2 x 25l buckets. Ideal for
mopping of floors and surfaces
in large areas.

FEATURES:
- Frame made from plastic
- Metal grip makes it easier to handle the trolley
- Regular, down-press wringer
- Two 25l plastic buckets allow separation of the
cleaning solution from rinse water for better
cleaning results and hygiene
- Dimensions: 85cm (H) x 42cm (W) x 73cm (D)

Mopping Trolley

Twin bucket system 36l trolley is
made from plastic and consists of
metal frame with wheels, regular down-press wringer and 2 x 18l
buckets. Ideal for mopping of floors
and surfaces in medium areas.

FEATURES:
- Frame made from metal
- Metal grip makes it easier to handle the trolley
- Regular, down-press wringer
- Two 18l plastic buckets allow separation of the
cleaning solution from rinse water for better
cleaning results and hygiene
- Dimensions: 72cm (H) x 43cm (W) x 51cm (D)

Mop Bucket

Bucket & Wringer 25 l mopping
trolley is made from plastic and
consists of metal frame with wheels,
regular - down-press wringer and a
25l bucket. Ideal for wet floor
mopping.

FEATURES:
- Frame made from metal
- Metal grip makes it easier to handle the trolley
- Regular, down-press wringer
- One 25l plastic bucket
- Dimensions: 76cm (H) x 43cm (W) x 65cm (D)

Mop Bucket

Bucket & Wringer 25l mopping
trolley is made from plastic and
consists of regular - down-press
wringer and a 25l bucket with an
interior bucket. Ideal for wet floor
mopping.

FEATURES:
- It is a one single piece, strong and easy to clean
- Regular, down-press wringer
- One25l plastic bucket on wheels with an interior bucket
- Dimensions: 72cm (H) x 43cm (W) x 51cm (D)
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